










REG NO. TITLE:COURSE UNIT: DATE

B05/28440/2009 INSPIRATION BOARDFURNITURE DESIGN
BDS 438 

22nd FEB 2013LECTURER: DR. ONYANGO
ASSISTANT: MR. MUNENE

SCALE

1:100

Use of swahili fabrics for decorative purposes The incorporation of swahili fabrics into the soft furnishing Hammock design with swahili aspects as an idea for relaxation
and unwinding for the catholic priests of St. Augustine Nyeri
Guest House.

Couch idea for lounge area

Traditional Kiti Cha Enzi of the
swahili to offer main inspiration

Use of wood and natural fibres in swahili inspired
furnishings

Use of materials that aesthetically improve over
a long period of time

Kabati with screen mesh for ventilation

Intricate sculptures on the
swahili wooden door to be used
as inspiration for the proposed
funiture

Great furniture idea for the lounge area for the priests’
activities such as reading the bible, playing scrabble and
other board games, reading the newspaper and writing

The combination of Kiti Cha Enzi idea and a couch Use of swahili fabric inbuilt cushioning on
a seat.









REG NO. TITLE:COURSE UNIT: DATE

B05/28440/2009 INSPIRATION BOARDLANDSCAPE DESIGN
BDS 436

22nd FEB 2013LECTURER: DR. ONYANGO
ASSISTANT: MR. MUNENE

SCALE

1:100

Use of pathway layout to create an interesting shape 
visible from ariel view

Colourful flowers to be used to add vibrance to the landscape Use of bamboo hardscaping for security with the consideration
of sustainable designs through the use of wabisabi concepts

Human interaction with the pathways

Use of scuptural features to add artistic value to the 
landscape

Fancy bridge idea for human interaction with water featuresIncoporation of water features and the refraction created by the water
on the materials around it.

The use of plantation for softscaping and the
introduction of different elements of design
such as shape and colour

Use of sustainable materials on the sculptures,
water features and pathways such as stone and
marble.

Presence of canopy for shading from the sun and to provide 
adequate flow of air during the daytime

Creative seating area to be used by priests of St. Augustine
Nyeri Guest House for recreational purposes

Seating area idea that facilitates interaction














